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Fastrack Releases Advanced Automated
Features in SP2
In order to automate lengthy processes and reports, Fastrack
has developed the Fastrack Process Scheduler service
application. It allows you to automate Fastrack processes,
including billing, so that they can be set to run at a
predetermined date and time of your choosing.
Additional processes and reports will be added to this list as we
continue to enhance this module. This application gives you a
big step towards further optimization of your business process
as now all these processes can be scheduled to run overnight or
in some cases, on weekends, and have the results ready when
you get to the office in the morning.
Read More...
Other Version 2012SP2 new enhancements include:






Competitive Bidding Round 2 Contract Data Import
Fastrack Process Scheduler
Patient Maintenance screens have been completely rebuilt to allow more flexibility
Required Documentation workflow
Secondary, tertiary and quaternary payer changes can

Annual User Group
Conference
Documentation Now
Available
Thank you for making this
year's User Conference a
success! To view all our
Training Documentation and
Vendor Materials, please
visit our website at
www.onlyfastrack.com and
be sure to have your login
and password ready to gain
access to the Download
Center.

Upcoming Events
Title: How to Leverage
ZirMed and Fastrack's
Integrated Eligibility
Verification Solution
Description: In this
informative session we will
review how ZirMed and
Fastrack have integrated
eligibility verification, best
practices to utilize the
solution and how to
maximize its use to
eliminate patient AR and
reduce rejected claims
When: June 5th at 2PM EST
Register Now!

Quick Links










now be tracked by effective dates and transactions new
and old can be automatically transferred to the new
payers based on the effective dates
Patient claim information can be viewed for all historical
records and can be now tracked by effective dates.
New options have been added to the HL7 ADT interfaces
Downloading Patients assessments to the POC field
application has never been easier
New functionality and options have been added to the
Prior Approval tracking screens
New sort options have been added to Delivery tickets
and are now available to the custom delivery tickets
forms
New functionality has been added to supplies schedule
maintenance
The Fastrack Business Intelligence tools have now many
new data elements that can be added by users
All of this and much more, see the Release Notes for a
complete list of enhancements and fixes

Clients can immediately download this version from the
Fastrack Secure Download Center at www.fastrk.com within
Client Resources.

ZirMed Scheduled ICD-10 Webinar For
Fastrack Users
At this year's User Conference, Fastrack and
ZirMed featured a breakout session called ICD-10
Considerations, which focused on what to expect and how to
prepare for this upcoming change. User feedback on this
particular session was so incredibly positive and important that
we scheduled an online webinar for clients who could not attend
the conference. Documentation and presentations were to
inform the users of the expected deadline and to ensure that all
Fastrack users are compliant.
Fastrack and Zirmed have collaborated together to make this
transition as smooth as possible. We are happy to announce that
we are well prepared and ready for the October 2014
deadline. We have worked on putting together business
strategies, project plans, and timeline guides to ensure
all sectors of the industry are ready to prevent financial burdens.
The impact of ICD 9 to ICD 10 is across the healthcare chain. It
involves much more than an IT project of changing codes and
implementing some derivative of GEMS (crosswalk) in your
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WebEx Order Form
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systems. An ICD-10 transition will require Business Process
Changes, Clinical Documentation changes, and IT changes. To
make all of these come together in an organization, it will require
a good dose of careful organization change and management
effort.
Click here to learn more about ICD-10 and view ZirMed's
presentation or visit our Download Center.

WebEx
$99/month
Offer Expires: 5/15/13

Terms and Conditions: Subscription fees apply only to WebEx
Internet training courses. Fees are billed/charged quarterly to
credit card 15 days before the start of each quarter. Client will
incur telephone charges when listening in on the training
courses. Prices subject to change without notice.
Download Application here.

